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Abstract

Cloud computing is believed to be the next major paradigm of computing because it will substantially reduce the cost of IT systems. Ensuring security in the cloud-end is necessary because customers’ data are stored and processed there. Previous studies have mainly focused on secure cloud-end storage, whereas secure cloud-end computing is much less investigated. The current practice is solely based on Virtual Machines (VM), and cannot offer adequate security because the guest Operating Systems (OS) often can be easily breached (e.g., by exploiting their vulnerabilities). This motivates the need of solutions for more secure cloud-end computing. This poster presents the design, implementation and analysis of a candidate solution, called Trusted Execution Environment (TEE), which takes advantage of both virtualization and trusted computing technologies simultaneously. The novelty behind TEE is the virtualization of the Dynamic Root of Trust for Measurement (DRTM).
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1. Introduction

Cloud computing customers (including enterprises and individuals) move their data and processing of the data into a cloud, which must ensure both secure storage and secure computing because a single attack could cause the compromise of multiple customers’ data. To reduce cost, Virtual Machines (VM) have become essential for cloud computing and are indeed widely utilized in today’s cloud-end computing practice. As shown in the example scenario of Figure 1, the cloud provides the customers the “illusion” of their current self-managed systems through the so-called Trusted Virtual Domain (TVD) \(^2\). While much progress has been made in secure cloud-end storage (e.g., \(^1\)), the problem of secure cloud-end computing has yet to be tackled.

Our contributions. We present the design, implementation and analysis of a novel system, called Trusted Execution Environment (TEE), for secure cloud-end computing as shown in Figure 1. TEE can support a spectrum of application needs, ranging from pure cryptographic libraries to full-fledged trustworthy software. Moreover, TEE can provide an “overlay” of TEE network that can be deemed as more trustworthy than the network of VMs within the same TVD (e.g., for cryptographic multi-party computation).

From a technical perspective, the novelty of our work is the virtualization of DRTM. This is a non-trivial task because, in particular: how should we deal with the problem that vTPM cannot determine the origin of TPM commands (because in the Xen hypervisor we experimented with only locality 0 is used)? We resolve this by extending the locality control and management of vTPM. We have implemented the design reported in the poster, using Xen paravirtualization.

![Figure 1: A scenario of secure cloud computing](image-url)

2. Related Works

There are investigations that exploit VMMs for secure execution environment. Why do we have to virtualize DRTM and TEE? In comparison to the investigations that exploit either virtualization or trusted computing, TEE takes advantage of both in a non-trivial fashion because of the following. First, unlike Flicker\(^4\), TEE does not directly use DRTM; instead, it is based on vDRTM, so when a sensitive application executes in the hardware-protected environment, other customers’ VMs running on the same platform will not be frozen. Second, execution environment solely based on vTPM is not sufficient for our purpose because (1) vTPM is fundamentally based SRTM and thus cannot provide a secure system environment without rebooting the VM, and (2) vTPM cannot tell that a command is from an untrusted guest OS or from a trusted execution environment. These are actually the reasons why DRTM was introduced and explain why we should utilize DRTM. Third, integration of vTPM and Terra\(^3\) is also not sufficient for our purpose because of the following. (1) TEE can be invoked on demand but Terra was not designed to operate in this fashion. (2) TEE can implement fine-grained protection and attestation but Terra cannot achieve this without paying price because of the following dilemma. if one runs a single sensitive application in a single VM, then it is difficult to share data between the VMs that are associated with their own vTPM (E.g., how should one vTPM unseal the data sealed by another vTPM? This causes a flexible or scalable key management problem, which TEE does not suffer from).
3. TEE ARCHITECTURE

Overview. In order for a customer to run (on demand) a sensitive application in a secure execution environment that mimics the one enabled by DRTM, we virtualize DRTM. The resulting system architecture consists of two parts: vDRTM and TEE.

3.1 vDRTM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>locality</th>
<th>used by (in DRTM)</th>
<th>used by (in vDRTM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>locality 4</td>
<td>Trusted hardware (DRTM)</td>
<td>vDRTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>locality 3</td>
<td>Auxiliary components</td>
<td>Auxiliary components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>locality 2</td>
<td>“Runtime” environment for Trusted OS</td>
<td>TEE Kernel during launch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>locality 1</td>
<td>Trusted OS</td>
<td>TEE Domain after launch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>locality 0</td>
<td>Legacy environment for SRTM and its chain of trust</td>
<td>Untrusted guest OS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It mimics the functions and services of DRTM while allowing multiple invocations, and has three components. Recall that TPM 1.2 uses five localities to distinguish the origin of a TPM command so as to determine whether it is trusted. As highlighted in Table 1, we define five localities in vDRTM that are in parallel to their counterparts in DRTM. This is primarily implemented by vDRTM-enabled vTPM Manager, which ensures that only vD-CRTM is able to reset vTPMs PCRs 17-19. In particular, locality 4 is the only origin of command that can reset PCRs 17-19. This means that guest OS and TEE cannot reset these PCRs because they cannot use locality 4. Note that during the launch of TEE Kernel, it can use locality 2 and thus can release keys and data in the corresponding vTPM. TEE Kernel and sensitive application can use locality 1, and thus cannot release the keys and data associated to locality 2. Guest OS (locality 0) cannot release cryptographic keys associated to locality 1.

vD-CRTM (in VMM). vD-CRTM is responsible for receiving and authenticating the hypercalls for launching TEE, measuring the TEE Kernel and application (possibly input as well) that will run in TEE Domain, commanding vTPM to reset PCRs 17-19, extending the aforementioned measurement into PCR 17, and finally hands over the control to TEE Core.

Virtual LPC. vDRTM must facilitate the communication between the vDRTM-enabled vTPM (in vTPM Domain) and vD-CRTM (in VMM), in a fashion similar to the communication between TPM and DRTM. A straightforward method is to establish a channel between vD-CRTM and each vTPM instance, which however will waste a significant amount of resource. Because vTPM Manager can already communicate with the vTPM instances, we build a virtual LPC between vD-CRTM and vTPM Manager, which is then multiplexed by all the vTPM instances. Our Virtual LPC is implemented via shared memory between Xen and vTPM.
Manager. After vTPM Manager ask Xen to share one page of memory with it, virtual LPC works as follows (see also Figure 6).

3.2 TEE

TEE. It further consists of the following three components (see also Figure 2).

TEE Domain. It is the trusted execution environment in which a sensitive application runs on top of TEE Kernel, which can be obtained by extending a desired or needed software system (ranging from pure cryptographic libraries to full-fledged OS as long as the system is deemed as trustworthy). The extension is to incorporate three modules:

1. TPM Frontend Driver. It allows TEE to have access to a vTPM. It is obtained by modifying the Xen TPM Frontend Driver.
2. TEE Frontend Driver. Through TEE Backend Driver (in vTPM domain), it allows TEE to send exit request to TEE Core (in Xen VMM) so as to destroy the TEE Domain and unpause the paused guest OS.
3. Application Loader. It loads (and decrypts, if needed) the sensitive application, and encrypts the output of the sensitive application (if any).

TEE Manager (in guest OS). It is the interface between a customer and TEE, and consists of the following two modules:

1. TEE Initialization. This initializes the cryptographic mechanisms for authenticating the customers and the associated cryptographic keys.
2. TEE Frontend Driver. It loads both the TEE Kernel and the sensitive application into the guest OS memory space, and forwards to the vD-CRTM the request for launching TEE as well as the relevant parameters.

TEE Core (in VMM). It uses Xen’s pause command to pause the guest OS in which the TEE Manager initiated the request for launching TEE, launches the TEE Domain (TEE Kernel, which then loads the sensitive application), destroys the TEE Domain after the sensitive application exits, and uses Xen’s unpause command to unpause the guest OS.

3.3 Running example

Let us look at a running example (see Figure 4).
1. A customer sends to TEE Manager in a VM (or guest OS) a request as well as parameters about the (encrypted) sensitive application.
2. TEE Manager allocates memory for the sensitive application and TEE Kernel, and requests the TEE Backend Driver (in vTPM Domain) to launch the TEE Kernel.
3. TEE Backend Driver (in vTPM Domain) uses a hypercall to request TEE Core to launch TEE.
4. TEE Core pauses the VM that issued the request; vD-CRTM authenticates the request and measures TEE Kernel and sends the measurement to vTPM Manager, which extends the measurement into PCR 17 in the VM’s associated vTPM; TEE Core launches TEE Kernel, which loads the application. TEE Domain is then scheduled by Xen (as a replacement of the paused VM).
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